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Abstract

In various areas of processing video in 3D format the
precise occlusion mask is highly required, for example
for high quality stereo-to-multiview conversion with back-
ground restoration or in quality metrics for stereo video.
Stereo occlusions detected by many of existing algorithms
have problems with width, alignment with objects borders
and smoothness. In this paper we propose a novel technique
for occlusion mask refinement using Optical Flow. Con-
strains on occlusion width, position and smoothness are di-
rectly incorporated in our method. Experiments and tests on
real video sequences demonstrate satisfactory results. This
proves the effectiveness of the proposed technique.

1. Introduction
Interest in the content in 3D formats has remarkably in-

creased recently with more and more products and services
providing the ability of watching 3D. 3D is commonly un-
derstood as a type of visual media that allows feeling depth
of the scene and is often referred to the stereo video.

In many areas of 3D production and stereo video quality
estimation of plausible occlusions are required. For exam-
ple, in the process of depth estimation, high quality stereo-
to-multiview conversion with background restoration. Also,
occlusion mask can be used in high-level stereo video anal-
ysis like determining scenes with swapped right and left
views, estimation of occluded area filling quality for con-
verted video or estimation of depth quality in the object
edges areas.

Precise occlusion detection is a challenging task and it
has been studied for years, but still there is a lot of work
to do. Many methods produce the occlusions that have the
following drawbacks: their width may not correspond to the
difference of the disparity leftwards and rightwards the oc-
clusion area, their position is often not aligned to the object
border and their borders are not smooth. We propose a novel
technique for stereo occlusion mask refinement using dis-

parity obtained from Optical Flow. This method addresses
the issues mentioned above.

The experiments on real movies helped to define advan-
tages and drawbacks of the proposed techniques and deter-
mine further directions of algorithm improvement.

2. Related work
Several algorithms have been proposed to perform occlu-

sion detection. Occlusions have been a concern in the opti-
cal flow estimation problem since the first global formula-
tion was proposed by Horn and Schunck [5]. The main idea
of this and the inherited methods was in solving the non-
smooth problem with primal-dual methods decoupling the
matching and regularization terms. However, none of these
robust flow estimation methods focus on the detection of oc-
clusions. Another work [7] was devoted to development of
more complicated variational formulation of Optical Flow
that jointly computes optical flow, implicitly detects occlu-
sions and extrapolates optical flow in occlusion areas.

Other approaches [9, 8, 13] define occlusion detection as
a classification problem and perform motion estimation in a
discrete space, where it is an NP-hard problem. The result
can be approximated with combinatorial optimization.

Another set of algorithms [12, 4, 6] tries to find occluded
regions using training a learning based detector according
to appearance, motion and depth features. The accuracy
of these methods highly depends on the feature detectors
precision and noise resistance.

Many authors define occlusions as the regions where for-
ward and backward motion are inconsistent [6, 1]. Although
this is problematic assumption as the motion in the occluded
region is not just inconsistent, it is undefined, as there is no
real “motion”, in our model we will use the same assump-
tion for the initial occlusion detection.

3. Algorithm
In this section we will describe the proposed method.

The main goal of the algorithm is to estimate plausible oc-
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(a) Source frame (b) OF vector field

(c) LRC values (d) Horizontal LRC values

Figure 1: Illustration of difference between LRC (c) and horizontal LRC (d) for source frame (a) and corresponding OF
(b). The dark color corresponds to the high LRC values. The frame is taken from the movie “Pirates of the Caribbean: On
Stranger Tides”.

clusions with minimum number of false positive detections,
according to binocular disparity between the views. Binoc-
ular disparity (we will use the term “disparity” further) is
the difference of an object location seen by the left and right
eyes, resulting from the eyes’ horizontal separation. So, ini-
tial information for the algorithm comes from the disparity.
To estimate it we used the Optical Flow (or OF) algorithm
described in [10]. We treated disparity as the motion vector
field between views. Further we will use the terms “motion
vector” and “disparity” as synonyms.

First of all, given the first approximation of the occlu-
sion area as the left-right compensation inconsistency, fur-
ther clarification of the occlusion width and position can be
done according to the disparity in the areas astride the sup-
posed occlusion position.

Next, we will use the following considerations:

1. At each point of the frame outside the border areas OF
vector obtain the lowest compensation error in com-
parison with other vectors in the point vicinity.

2. Inside the borders area foreground and background ob-
jects almost always have nonzero color difference.

3. Stereo occlusion width is equal to the difference be-
tween the disparity values of the background and fore-
ground objects.

4. Objects boundaries are almost always piecewise-
smooth, so occlusions boundaries must be piecewise-
smooth too.

First and second considerations lead to the following
idea: shifting the occlusion area by the expected foreground
and background motion vectors, the real position of the oc-
clusion can be determined according to the estimated com-
pensation errors. In the case of background vector shift the
area of foreground part will have a greater compensation er-
ror than background part, and vice versa for the other case.

Third consideration binds compensation errors obtained
from background and foreground vectors, so they can be
used not separately but together.

According to the last consideration an optimization prob-
lem under the smoothness constraint for occlusion bound-
aries can be posed.

This leads us to the following algorithm pipeline:

1. Disparity map and initial occlusion mask estimation .

2. Occlusion mask segmentation in order to process each
occlusion area separately.

3. Background and Foreground disparity estimation.

4. Compensation error calculation.



5. Occlusion likelihood map computation (estimation of
a function which describes the likelihood of placing
occlusion border at current image point).

6. Occlusion border optimization problem solution.

Further, we will describe the each step of the algorithm
in details.

3.1. Initial occlusion mask estimation

Left-right consistency (or LRC) is the confidence mea-
sure for inter-view Optical Flow [3]. Denoting the motion
vector in the point p in the left image as −→υ and the motion
vector in the point p + −→υ in the right image as −→u , in ideal
situation −→u +−→υ =

−→
0 . So the greater ||−→u +−→υ || is — the

less confident is the motion vector in the point p.
As we process stereo images, in ideal situation OF vec-

tors must be horizontal. So instead of LRC we calcu-
late horizontal LRC, which takes into account only the x-
coordinate of the vector −→u +−→υ (not its length). Using this
way of LRC calculation we have less false-positives occlu-
sions, and the number of true-negatives does not increase. A
comparison between LRC and horizontal LRC is presented
in Figure 1.

The next step is LRC map thresholding. This gives us a
binary occlusion mask, which can de significantly improved
using the morphological operations.

Median filtering is commonly used for binary mask im-
proving. But applying the median filtering to LRC occlu-
sion mask leads to the loss of thin occlusions. So, instead of
it we perform median filtering only when it does not make
less occlusion mask and then segment occlusion mask with
region growing algorithm and delete small segments.

Usually there are many false positive occlusions in large
smooth areas because of the poor Optical Flow quality in
such regions. This type of occlusions is removed in the fol-
lowing way: at each point of the image the variance value of
the point vicinity is calculated, then the threshold is defined
as a maximum variance for smooth region.

Next, we process each row independently. Going left-
wards and rightwards from the occlusion area, we check the
variance value at each point of the search area or until we
meet another occlusion. If the variance is less than threshold
all the way, we delete current occlusion in the current row.
All the parameters of this step are tuned so that they do not
cause the number of true positive occlusions decrease.

The next step of morphological filtering is performing
dilation and erosion in order to connect some disconnected
occlusion segments. At last, we fill small holes in the oc-
clusion mask. This gives us initial binary occlusion mask.

3.2. Occlusion segmentation

At this step we must segment occlusion mask into sep-
arate regions with vertically monotonic borders in order to
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(b) Vertically non-
monotonic curve

Figure 2: Example of vertically monotonic (a) and non-
monotonic (b) curves.

(a) Common region growing
process

(b) Upward region growing
process

Figure 3: Allowed directions for segmentation propagation
in common (a) and upward (b) region growing processes.

correctly perform further steps of the algorithm. We call a
curve vertically monotonic if for each y0 there is only one
point on the curve which y-coordinate is equal to y0 (see
Figure 2).

The key procedure is region growing algorithm with
modified region growing process — usually regions grow
in 4 directions, in our implementation regions grow in 3
directions (see Figure 3). Let us call algorithm upwards
(downwards) region growing if we do not consider pixel
downwards (upwards) of the current pixel . When perform-
ing upwards region growing you must process pixels from
bottom to top and from top to bottom for downwards region
growing.

First, we perform upwards region growing, then down-
wards region growing. So, we have segments, which bor-
ders are monotonic in vertical direction, but they can still
have big holes. We deal with holes in the following way:
going from the top row to the bottom row, through the each
row, if we meet some segment for the second time, we ap-
ply downwards region growing to the first met piece of the
current segment with new segment number equal to nega-
tive current segment number, then apply downwards region
growing to the second met piece with another segment num-



ber. In the further cases (if we meet a piece of segment more
than 2 times in one row), we do not apply downwards region
growing to the firstly met piece.

In the next steps each occlusion is processed as inde-
pendent object, row by row. On each step the row may be
discarded from a further consideration. We will call such
row as a “bad row”.

3.3. Left and right difference maps

The next step is estimation of the differences between
pixels in left and right views in occlusion areas after the area
shifts by the expected foreground and background motion
vectors.

It is a common case that Optical Flow have significant
errors at the object border areas. To achieve the resistance
to this type of noise we suggest widening the initial occlu-
sions leftwards and rightwards in the areas with the similar
OF values around and inside the occlusion. With high prob-
ability the widened occlusion area includes the parts of the
foreground and the background. That is why the OF values
astride the widened occlusions more likely characterize the
behaviour of the foreground and background object then the
ones around the initial area.

Going leftwards or rightwards the occlusion left or right
border respectively, algorithm stops if there is another oc-
clusion or a long region of another flow (OF values in the
considering region are significantly different from the val-
ues in the area near the occlusion border). If the found re-
gion width is less then predefined threshold, we treat current
row as a bad row. Then we unite found regions and LRC
occlusion and deal only with good rows of it. The obtained
mask is called “difference mask”. This is the region for the
true occlusion position search.

Next, for each row of the occlusion the approximations
of the foreground and background motion are estimated as
the median value of OF vectors leftwards (OFL) and right-
wards (OFR) the occlusion border. The median is calcu-
lated using the points from the current row and neighbour
rows upwards and downwards, if they are not bad. Each
vector can be characterized by its frame compensation qual-
ity [11]. If there are too few vectors with the adequate qual-
ity (greater than the predefined threshold) in current calcu-
lations, we treat current row as bad.
OFL andOFR are used to define occlusion widthW (y)

at each row. The width is calculated as the difference of
x-coordinates of OFL and OFR. Absolute value of x-
coordinate of OFL must be greater than absolute value of
x-coordinate of OFR. If it is not so, we treat current row as
a bad row. The other usage of the OFL and OFR.

Next, difference maps DiffL and DiffR are estimated
using the OFL and OFR shifts (see Figure 4 (a) and (b)).

(a) Occlusions before optimal border search (b) Enlarged fragment

(c) Occlusions after optimal border search (d) Enlarged fragment

Figure 5: Example of occlusion improvement after optimal
border search. The frame is taken from the movie “Harry
Potter and the Deathly Hallows: Part 2”.

3.4. Occlusion likelihood map

Using the difference maps estimated at the previous step
the likelihood value of placing the occlusion border at the
point (x, y) of the difference mask is calculated as follows:

F (x, y) =

ω

x+W (y)∫
x

(DiffL (τ, y) dτ +DiffR (τ, y) dτ)

−
x∫

borderL

DiffL (τ, y) dτ −
borderR∫

x+W (y)

DiffR (τ, y) dτ

(1)

The first component reflects the consideration that occlu-
sion area is an intersection of the DiffL and DiffR re-
gions with high difference values, so sum of differences
must be big in such regions. Sum of the last two com-
ponents reflects the consideration, that DiffL values left-
wards and DiffR values rightwards the occlusion must be
small. The example is presented in Figure 4.

The the first approxiamtion of the occlusion border po-
sition xborder at each y row of the occlusion can be defined
as xborder = argmax

x
F (x, y).



(a) Left difference map DiffL

(b) Right difference map DiffR
(c) Enlarged fragments of the difference maps

(d) Source frame (e) Resulting likelihood function F (x, y) map combined
with source frame

Figure 4: Occlusion likelihood map estimation. Given the source frame (d) and corresponding difference maps DiffL (a)
and DiffR (b) we estimate F (x, y) (c). The frame is taken from the movie “Pirates of the Caribbean: On Stranger Tides”.

3.5. Optimal occlusion border search

In this section we formulate an occlusion border opti-
mization problem in a discrete space. The main goal is es-
timation of the smooth occlusion borders.

Denote Fnorm(x, y) = F (xborder, y) − F (x, y).
For each row y we take into consideration points with
Fnorm (x, y) less than predefined threshold. If there are no
points with Fnorm (x, y) greater than the minimum allowed
value, we treat current row as bad. If the total number of bad
rows is greater than predefined threshold, the current occlu-
sion is defined as a false positive detection and excluded
from the process.

We treat each point as a node of the graph. Each node is
connected to and only to the nodes of the downwards row.
So we need to find the shortest path from the top row to
the bottom row. The shortest path in terms of Fnorm (x, y)
and spatial distance between the nodes can be found using
dynamic programming methods for distance optimization
problem for oriented graphs without cycles [2]. Determine
the distance between the graph nodes as follows:

D (ni, ni+1) = (ni − ni+1)
2

·
(
Fnorm (ni)

0.4
+ Fnorm (ni+1)

0.4
)

· angle (−−−−→nini+1,
−−−−→ni−1ni) (2)

The bad row position is defined as a point in the straight line
between border positions in the nearest good rows.

An example of optimal borders search results is pre-
sented in Figure 5.

4. Experiments

To test the proposed technique and analyse its advan-
tages and drawbacks we used video sequences from the real
movies which were initially shot in 3D format.

The obtained occlusions have several advantages com-
paring to standard LRC occlusions (see Figure 7):

1. There are less false-positive occlusions.

2. The number of false-negative occlusions is not in-
creased.

3. Occlusion width corresponds to the difference of the
OF vectors at occlusion borders.

4. Occlusion borders follow the object borders more pre-
cisely.

5. Positions of occlusions are estimated with the quarter-
pixel precision.



(a) Combined source frame and occlusion mask. The frame taken from
the movie “The Smurfs”

(b) Combined source frame and occlusion mask. The frame taken from
the movie “Hugo”

(c) Combined source frame and occlusion mask. The frame taken from
the movie “Pirates of the Caribbean: On Stranger Tides”

(d) Combined source frame and occlusion mask. The frame taken from
the movie “Transformers: Dark of the Moon”

Figure 6: Examples of algorithm results on real movies shot in 3D

4.1. Performance and speed

Algorithm was tested on Intel Corei7-2630QM CPU @
2.00GHz, 4 cores, 8 GB RAM. The test set contained
three short video sequences from five movies shot in 3D:
“Smurfs”, “Hugo”, “Transformers: Dark of the Moon”, “Pi-
rates of the Caribbean: On Stranger Tides”, “Harry Potter
and the Deathly Hallows: Part 2”.

An average processing time for one frame in SD
(720× 480) resolution is 0.69 sec. per frame. Result for
HD (1280× 720) — 2.31 sec. per frame

4.2. Further improvements

The first possible direction is connection of closely
placed ends of occlusions. In some cases LRC values can
be not stable along the occlusion and can fluctuate around
the threshold value. So some parts of occlusions may be
lost and there is a reason to perform dilation of an occlusion
mask.

If we dilate the whole occlusion mask we will also con-
nect some occlusions which are indeed disconnected. So
we need to connect only ends of occlusion segments.

The next important task is improvement of the occlusion
and object border alignment. We can use information about

orientation of the view and align right border (if we process
left view) or left border (if we process right view) of oc-
clusion with borders in image. Occlusions are not aligned
with objects borders if some pieces of background and ob-
ject have similar color or if background is very smooth.

Sometimes the real occlusion width is not equal the dif-
ference of OF vectors on its borders. Such cases can be
detected by low values of F (x, y).

Next, occlusions of different width must be processed
independently, because they can be connected but belong
to different objects, so joint aligning of their borders can
produce wrong results. The same problem refers to the con-
fidence.

In the current implementation of the algorithm temporal
information is not taken into account, so occlusions can be
temporally unstable in regions, where we can not uniquely
place occlusion (occlusion rows, which have no strong max-
imum of F (x, y)).

The last area of further research is the alternative ways
for initial occlusion detection, because current LRC tech-
nique produces significant number of false negative areas
in occlusion map. For example, we can analyse OF in the
whole image of reduced resolution and find the areas, which
are candidates for occlusions.



5. Conclusion

An algorithm for occlusion estimation using OF infor-
mation is proposed. Detected occlusions can be used in
applications for depth estimation, high quality stereo-to-
multiview conversion with background restoration or in
quality metrics for stereo video: determining scenes with
swapped right and left views, estimation of occluded area
filling quality for converted video, estimation of depth qual-
ity on objects edges. The algorithm was tested on sequences
of real movies initially shot in 3D and showed satisfactory
results. The complexity is estimated. All the drawbacks and
advantages are analysed and possible ways for the algorithm
improvement are proposed.
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(a) LRC occlusions (b) Enlarged fragment (c) LRC occlusions (d) Enlarged fragment

(e) Proposed technique (f) Enlarged fragment (g) Proposed technique (h) Enlarged fragment

(i) LRC occlusions (j) Enlarged fragment (k) LRC occlusions (l) Enlarged fragment

(m) Proposed technique (n) Enlarged fragment (o) Proposed technique (p) Enlarged fragment

Figure 7: Comparison of the proposed technique (e–h, m–p) and the initial LRC metric (a–d, i–l). The frames are taken from
the movies “Hugo” (a–b, e–f), “The Green Hornet” (c–d, g–h), “Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows: Part 2” (i–j, m–n),
“The Smurfs” (k–l, o–p).


